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Christ
and the children,
Emil Nolde, 1910

None of us tends to rush to expose our vulnerability and our sinfulness. But if the process of forgiveness and
healing is to happen and to succeed, ultimately acknowledgement by the culprit is almost indispensable.
Acknowledgment of the truth, and of having wronged someone, is important in getting to the root of the
breach. If a husband and wife have quarrelled without the wrongdoer acknowledging his or her fault by
confessing, so the cause of the rift is clear, and then the husband comes home with a bunch of flowers and
the couple pretend all is in order, they are liable to be in for a rude shock. They have not dealt with their
immediate past adequately. They have glossed over their differences, for they have failed to stare truth in
the face for fear of a possible bruising confrontation. They will have done what the prophet Jeremiah calls
‘healing the hurt lightly’... They will have only papered over the cracks and not worked out why they fell out
in the first place. All that will happen is that despite the beautiful flowers the hurt will fester. One day there
will be an awful eruption and they will realise that they had tried to obtain reconciliation on the cheap. True
reconciliation is not cheap. It cost God the death of His only begotten Son.
Forgiving and being reconciled are not about pretending that things are other than they are. It is not
patting one another on the back and turning a blind eye to the wrong. True reconciliation exposes the awfulness, the abuse, the pain, the degradation, the truth. It could even sometimes make things worse. It is a
risky undertaking, but in the end it is worthwhile, because in the end there will be real healing from having
dealt with the real situation. Spurious reconciliation can bring only spurious healing.
Desmond Tutu, No Future Without Forgiveness

Keeping in touch
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The opening of the Peaceful Bamboo Family in Hue,
Vietnam (see article on p 16)

Artists note
I chose the images of Nolde mostly in connection with
children because this issue contains articles about
Camphill and its identity. Camphill began its work
out of Dr. König’s commitment to the image of man
as he first perceived it through a child in the Advent
Garden in Arlesheim.
Deborah

ou may remember from the last issue of the Camphill
Correspondence that I wrote about handing over the
responsibility of the subscriptions to a new person. Bianca
and I will work together for as long as needed to ensure a
seamless transfer of the job. She will start working with me
this week and I’m looking forward both to working with
her–a warm and capable person–and to gradually handing
things on to her.
There’s more news to tell. I have the good fortune of having someone to help me with the process of editing, which
is another godsend! Deborah is the one who finds those
wonderful front cover quotes and pictures, and helps with
proofreading, and Odilia and I will both work on other aspects of the editing process. Odilia Mabrouk is the daughter
of Mark and Rosalind Gartner, long-time stalwarts of the
Camphill movement. I welcome both her and Bianca with
open arms! Although doing both editing and subscriptions
for a few years was the right thing at the time, now that I have
moved and am involved in so much here in Stourbridge, I’m
relieved to have more help.
Enjoy this issue of the Correspondence.
Your editor, Maria.

School of Life
See, how the rambling bramble
rises from where it is rooted
Into a gently arching
bow, but soon to be footed
In earth again; to be strengthened
for further growth and a bold
Rise, as if reaching for high ground,
light bound from gravity’s hold.

Celebratory Birthdays July–August 2009

Becoming 85
Manfred Seyfert-Landgraf, Clanabogan...........July 14
Becoming 80
Muriel Engel, ‘Roadside’ Newton Dee..............July 2

Watch, when the blackberry’s sweetness
Tempts you to reach ever deeper
Into the thicket’s embrace –
Till you’re caught by a thorny creeper.
Trying to tear yourself free
Pain grows in tightening grip.
Dancing with sharp thorns in patience
To freedom, you learn on this trip.

Becoming 75
Wulf Levin, Lehenhof.....................................July 12
Thammo von Freeden, Newton Dee...... September 3
Stella Russell, West Coast Village, S.A.... September 5
Becoming 70
Kumar Mal, Copake, USA.................................July 9
Eric Hoyland, Oaklands Park..................... August 28
Anna Hirsch, Stourbridge...................... September 9

Jens-Peter Linde, Aberdeen, Scotland
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Community development and identity
Andrew Plant, Milltown Community, Scotland
Andrew had six months ‘living out’ of Camphill and he did
a research project within the Scottish communities about
the changing experience of community. He intends to do
more reading, writing and research into community and
community-building and also to bring about workshops
on these themes – if only time allowed! This and other
papers can be found on the Milltown website (www.
milltowncommunity.org.uk ) and the Camphill Scotland
website. The following is an excerpt from a presentation
to the Annual Assembly of the Association of Camphill
Communities in the UK and Ireland, March 2009.

N

o one can doubt that there have been many changes
on all levels in the Camphill communities, especially in last 10–15 years. I have come to realise that
the way in which we respond to and engage with these
changes depends upon our mindset and how we understand the world. It depends upon how we understand
the wider phenomenon of change and development. As
a result, our response can be either resistance or active
engagement.
My research, ‘Experiences of Community’ (2006/07)
demonstrated the importance of this in reference to the
Camphill communities in Scotland. This research, along
with many conversations in Camphill gatherings and
meetings, show that once you start talking about the
development of Camphill, many people who have been
in these communities for a number of years start talking
about how everything was better in the past. They express their unhappiness about where it is all going. They
point to the fact that there is less sense of solidarity and
cohesion – people tend to do their own things. There is
less sense of dedication and service – people talk more
of their needs and their rights. There is less activity in
the social, cultural and spiritual aspects of Camphill life.
There are more regulations and there has been a move
towards professionalization. Camphill has become more
of an organisation than a community based on spiritual,
cultural and social values
It is true that these are the trends of the last 10–15 years.
The experience of living in a Camphill community has
changed. There is a change in the relationships between
people; in the levels of engagement between people;
in the level of engagement between people and their
communities. The vitality of the ideals of community
has changed.
But my research also showed that others – mostly
younger people and also employed people – see these
same trends but see them as signs that things are getting better. These people say that the members of the
communities are now more free to express their needs
and wishes. There are more opportunities to do things
differently and to do different things. There are fewer expectations, less social control and there is more choice.
There is more recognition of the individual – both the individual co-worker and the individual pupil or resident.
There is more inclusion, more professionalization and
more external engagement, collaboration and partnership working.
So it is clear that people can see the same trends, but
understand them in different ways.

The response from the older members of Camphill communities is mirrored by most of the people who write
about the development of intentional communities in
general. They trace a decline from an intense state of
‘community’ to the structure of ‘organisation’. They say
that there is a dissipation of energy and vitality the longer
the community survives. They say that there is a falling
off in the commitment to the founding beliefs and that
there is an inevitable compromise with the ‘real world’.
Over time, the small, cohesive, informal and dynamic
community becomes a large, complex and formalised
organisation.
However, there is more to it than this. Other authors
say that these are simply the first two phases in a longer
process. They say that it is not just a case of decline and
breakdown; there is also the possibility of breakthrough
onto a new level of development.
But there are other models and these show that there
is a process of cyclical progress at work. These models
show that all social groupings, organisations and intentional communities can only work for so long before
they begin to run out of answers. After a while things no
longer work as they used to in the past. The community
begins to run up against the limitations built into that
level of development.
In this situation the pressure for change begins to
mount and there is a build-up of tension. This is a time
of transition – the time of transition from one stage of
development to another. It is a time of uncertainty and
even anxiety. Eventually, under this pressure, the community either breaks down or it breaks through – to a
new and higher level of consciousness and wisdom.
All the signs that we are seeing of change in the Camphill communities are signs that the communities are in
a time of transition – a time of leaving behind one phase
of development and entering another. We are now in the
difficult and uncomfortable time in between.
There are several indicators of the transition stage.
There is a great amount of change on many levels. Different people interpret this change in different ways.
The previous certainties no longer seem to work for
everybody and the new certainties are not yet evident.
It is a time in which we try to be clear about what we
stand for and also try out new ways of working.
There can be a certain amount of anxiety and insecurity, which leads to defensiveness. And yet there can
also be a feeling of excitement and challenge that leads
to openness and engagement.
In order to meet the challenges of the present effectively
and begin to find the ways into the future with positive
sense of purpose, we need to discard the idea and model
of dissipation, decline and breakdown. We need to see
the development of the Camphill communities as a process that leads – even when it does not always seem like
it – and even when we might not personally welcome it
– to a new and exciting phase of increasing complexity,
diversity and engagement.

Identity
This model applies to all aspects of community development, including the question of identity.



What do we mean by identity? It is what marks us out as
being the same as each other and what marks us out as
being different from others. It is about what we stand for
and aspire to. It is also about what we do and how we do
it. Identity is marked by things such as culture, language,
dress, rituals and symbols. It is informed by ‘story’ and
myth. It is based on a shared context of meaning; a common belief system and a shared way of making sense of the
world. Identity is founded on a common ethos – norms,
moral codes, rules of behaviour and conduct and shared
values. It is about access to special knowledge or insights.
All of these show who belongs and who does not. Those
who belong are special in some way and those who do
not belong are seen as ‘outside’.
Most crucially, identity is formed by networks of social
interaction. When we look at what makes up the identity
of Camphill, we soon realise that there are several layers
to our identity. On one level we are a spiritual movement for personal development and the development of
humanity. On another we are an alternative intentional
community movement for social renewal. We are also
a professional care provision; a charity; a business; a
limited company and a social enterprise.
We know all too well that we do not fit into any of
the official boxes. We also know that some people in
Camphill, and even some communities, identify more
with one of these aspects than another. We also have to
recognise that our own sense of identity is not the same
as the identity that others ascribe to us.
We may see ourselves as primarily a community
– firmly based on principles of anthroposophy; a community that includes people who need care and support.
Others see us as providing care in a community setting.
In this sense the priority must always be the residents as
against the needs of the community or the needs of the
co-workers. Also from this viewpoint, there might be
little appreciation of the other aspects of community.
We must also acknowledge the fact that the relation between these various aspects of our identity has
changed over time. The spiritual, cultural and even the
community aspects have perhaps a less central role
today and the social care and organisational aspects
have become more central and governance issues have
come to the fore.
Identity is not just about how we see ourselves – it is
also about how others see us. We can tell others what
we are and what we do – what we believe in. It all looks
very cohesive from outside. We know that Camphill
places are instantly recognisable – there is a certain
look and feel to them. However, even if we might like
to think that we all share the same beliefs, uphold the
same principles, and all do the same things, we know
that it is much more complex and differentiated internally – especially nowadays.
My research has shown that both the terms ‘Camphill’
and ‘community’ now mean different things for different
people. We have seen how difficult it is to try and write a
list of things that define the identity of a Camphill community. The Association has tried to do this. Although
the aim is to arrive at certainty and clarity, the danger is
that it becomes rigid and outdated and no longer reflects
the complexity and diversity of either the individual
member or of the separate communities. Once things
are written down, it then becomes a question of membership – who is ‘in’ and who is ‘out’. This, as we have



seen, can become a very vexed question. It becomes a
question of where do you draw the line. And also who
draws the line.
Experiences in the Scottish Neighbourhood have
shown that the question of Camphill identity is strongly
tied up with networks of participation, involvement and
trust. A Camphill community is recognised as such from
attendance at Neighbourhood Meetings and participation in Neighbourhood structures and forums. It is also
a question of who you know in each place; who you
relate to and identify with.
Put simply, it could be said that a Camphill community is one that is recognised as such by other Camphill
communities. It is not so much a question of written
definitions, which are elusive and ever changing, but
about knowing and trusting people in each place.
Another defining quality of identity is that it changes
over time. Intentional communities stands separate from
mainstream society and often function as a social critique.
The stronger the differences are between the community
and mainstream society then the stronger is the sense of a
separate identity. Once the community assimilates more
with society then the previously strong sense of separate
identity begins to diminish. Thus the identity of Camphill,
in common with all other intentional communities has
changed and developed over the years.
In the first, pioneering phase Camphill was a marginal
experiment. Its founders were refugees and the community that they formed was for children who had been
marginalised by society. The founders of Camphill were
cut off from both mainstream society and the anthroposophical movement. The identity was fundamentalist
and was based on virtues such as self-sacrifice, dedication and service to all aspects of the community. It was
about renunciation – of status, private ownership and
personal autonomy.
In the second phase of the history of the Camphill
communities, the emphasis shifted to the development of
organisational structures. The communities developed to
become large, complex and differentiated. They became
formalised, structured and professional.
They had moved from being intense, spontaneous,
vibrant and informal to becoming well established and
managed organisations. The boundaries were still high
and well-defined and often acted as a defence against
the perceived threats from regulations and external
‘interference’.
We now live in a third phase of development – one that
we could call ‘Change and Transformation’. This is the
time in which all those trends that we identified at the
beginning are at work. The communities that we live and
work in now are more complex, more individualised and
more differentiated. As a consequence the community
boundaries have lowered and become more diffuse.
This has also been a time of many attempts to redefine
the identity of Camphill. It has been a time of vision statements and mission statements – of attempting to redefine
what a Camphill community is. It is also a time in which
we recognise that the old ways are not all working and
that new answers are going to have to be found.

What about the future?
We live in what has been termed the time of postmodernism. Postmodernism rejects the concept of fixed group
identities. Each person functions on many different social

and economic levels and has multiple and ever-changing identities. The process of individualisation has
developed so far that it is no longer possible to talk of
society. Postmodernist thought asserts that identity is
a social and cultural construct.
In postmodernism even truth is relative. There are
no given or fixed truths. Rudolf Steiner spoke prophetically about this in the lecture Preparing for the
Sixth Epoch in which he said that in the next phase of
development of humanity there will be no collective
or dogmatic beliefs. Instead, each person will have
their own truth.
In the same lecture, Rudolf Steiner also pointed out
that in the next stage of our development we will transcend the egocentric and ethnocentric worldviews of
earlier times. We will be able to rise above identifying
only with what is good for myself, my group or my
race and instead we will work for the development of
the universally human. The future will be time of the
consciousness of universal humanity. This represents
another of those breakthroughs to a higher and wiser
form of consciousness.
The challenge facing Camphill communities is
how to start working towards developing the form of
consciousness of the future – how to become a truly
universal spiritual and social impulse. Here we must
face the challenge raised in the report of the Camphill
Dialogue last year. In this report Jon Freeman asks if
Camphill is able to transcend its Christian and western
foundations.
We have always seen these as defining our identity
and always considered it impossible to think of Camphill in any other terms. But as we move towards a
time of increasing universal consciousness it has to be
asked if Camphill can remain exclusive.
Rudolf Steiner had something to say about this. He
wrote that ‘No spiritual movement in our time can
flourish if its aims are specialised in any way. It is...
an occult law that every genuinely sound and fruitful
spiritual movement must exist for the good of humanity
in a general way’.
This is the challenge that we now face.
Part of this process is the fact that the orientation of
Camphill communities will become more outward as it
becomes a more mature, confident and modern community movement. Communities and their members are
beginning to become more aware of their responsibilities to the world, to society and to the environment,
and this process will gather pace. The communities of
the future will see more external engagement, more
associative working and more engagement across the
boundaries.
For some reasons – and with some exceptions – Camphill, unlike other community movements such as the
Quakers and the Anabaptists (especially the Bruderhof)
has chosen not to engage in the task of social renewal.
There is the potential for this to change and for the Camphill movement to take its place in global civil society
as part of the universal movement for social renewal.
The Camphill movement could have a voice on issues
such as community-supported agriculture, ecological
responsibility and sustainability, social enterprises, and
promoting community – both in its own right as the
social form of the future and also as a setting for the
inclusion of people with learning difficulties.

Madonna, 1917. Emil Nolde

The power of the communities of the future will not be
in their organisational structures. Rather it will be in the
power of their relationships between their members and
the relationships between communities. The effectiveness of these communities will be based on communication and collaboration both within communities and
beyond their boundaries. In turn, these boundaries will
be less about defence and more about the exchange of
information that will lead to growth and healthy development. In the same way community identity will become
more diffuse, more inclusive and less clearly defined. It
will be less invested in tradition and more about linking
up and finding connections.
But there is a dilemma in all of this.
We want to hold onto our unique Camphill identity
as it gives us a sense of belonging, of security, meaning
and purpose. We know that we are part of something
very worthwhile and we want to protect this. Yet all that
we know about the future tells us that we should be
working towards a sense of universal humanity – free of
boundaries and differences. The question is how do we
reconcile these two? How do we maintain a coherent
sense of identity and yet also become more inclusive,
more engaged and more universal?
Andrew has been in Camphill
for thirty years: Mourne Grange, Beannachar,
then Milltown two and a half years ago. He has been
farming, running houses and doing office work.



History and destiny of the Jewish people
Dr. Karl König

Translated by Mark Gartner, Stourbridge, England
This is the third of three lectures held at Föhrenbühl,
Germany, 12 December 1965 (Third Advent Sunday). It
is split into two parts and will conclude in the following
issue of the Correspondence. Mark contributed this
article because he has noticed a disturbing increase in
anti-Semitism and thought this could be helpful.

Part One
Honoured guests and dear friends,
We now come to the conclusion of our deliberations
about the destiny of the Jewish people. Last time we
concluded with the statement: “The destiny of the Jewish people is the destiny of the whole of mankind.” And
then added: “Therefore humanity’s destiny is profoundly
related to the destiny of the Jewish people.”
We shall not get further, until we begin to perceive – not
with positive or negative emotions, but by taking consecutive steps of insight – and begin to grasp the unfathomable,
unexpected and incomprehensible events between 1933
and 1945. To respond only emotionally is of course the
worst thing we can do. It will never be possible to judge
or redeem those deeds by court-proceedings.
Briefly let us once again look at the panorama of Jewish
history, at the three times 700 years development until
the Mystery of Golgotha. How from Hebraism – from
Abraham to Moses – while passing through the time in
Egypt, Israel was formed. How they conquered Palestinian land and settled there to introduce the Jahveh-service.
After 700 years – around the fifth pre-Christian century
– they were taken into Babylonian captivity and returning
from there became the Jews. How then Judaism prepared
the bodies in which the Nathan and the Solomonic Jesus-children could incarnate. We could show how this
unfolding of three times 700 years history by repetition
in individual development then becomes the thinking,
feeling, willing, three-fold human being. Developing
among the chosen people of the Jews until the turning of
time, the Image of Man was thus made manifest, offered
and perfected. This was the one thing.
The second thing was that into this Image of Man evolving as a likeness of God the Ego of Man could gradually
enter. And as the one element, namely the stature and
form, was determined by Abraham, Moses, kings and
prophets and everything that took place in the Babylonian captivity and afterwards, so was the other element,
the Ego gradually entering this bodily nature, determined
by a unique and great leading being. We can recognise
him with the help of Rudolf Steiner’s spiritual investigation in Phinehas, via Elijah to John the Baptist.
I want to read to you a few words from Rudolf Steiner
about this. When he speaks about Elijah, he says:
It was through him that the insight was gained that
everything that may be taught us by the outer world is
but a parable, and that knowledge of the true nature
and being of Man can only arise in the individual Ego.
Although he could not yet recognise the power and
importance of the individual Ego Elijah, as it were,
erected a divine Ego standing outside man. But one
ought to recognise this divine Ego, ought to recognise



how it shines into the human I. That it may resurrect
in the human I and develop its full power, that is to
be the achievement of Christianity. Thus the working
of Elijah appears as heralding Christianity.1
Now dear friends this is what it is about: that this heralding of Phinehas, Elijah, John the Baptist found fulfilment
in the step from Jesus to Christ. It was with this step when
the divine I entered as the human I in the body prepared
by the chosen people. The primal image of Man created
in the likeness of God became the bearer of the I. With
Christ’s coming, the destiny of Job is fulfilled, and not
only this, but also the Job-destiny of the whole of Judaism has come to an end with the coming of the Messiah,
whether he was recognised or not.
We must not overlook that it was within the Jewish
folk, despite all denial, that Christ was also recognised
and received. For the first apostles were Jews, the first
Christians were Jews. Had it not been for Paul, the twelve
would have assumed that the mission of Christianity
although extending over the whole earth was only a
matter for the Jews and not also the Greeks and Romans
and Asians. The apostles and disciples saw themselves
as Jews and therefore carriers of the Christ-impulse. It
was only Paul who opened the door and stepped from
Asia into Europe to begin a mission among other peoples
and races. He was opposed by the other apostles in this
respect and was in discord and even conflict with them
about it. We need to see that too.
But of course the mighty mass of all the remaining Jewish people remained untouched by this. And they formed
this shadow in the light of the resurrection that then became the Diaspora of the Jewish race, the Jewish nation,
the Jewish religion–for now they were no longer a folk,
could no longer remain a nation. The Jewish law which
they felt themselves to be subject to carried them all over
the earth. Wherever they were, the Jews co-suffered at
important moments of mankind’s history – the Crusades,
the destruction of the Knights Templar and so on.
Already in the middle of the nineteenth century about
one to two million Jews lived in Germany, Austria,
Holland. This happened, I believe, because in middleEurope the period generally referred to as enlightenment had occurred at the end of the eighteenth and the
beginning of the nineteenth century. Then began what
Rudolf Steiner called the Liberalism of the Spring of
Nations, a liberalism strong enough to influence events
until 1848.
Consider people like Lessing, Schiller, Joseph II, and
you will understand what is meant by this Spring of Nations. Something new began to germinate and blossom
in human souls, enabling a liberation of Jewish destiny,
a freeing from the bonds of Jewish law. German people
and Jews began to have mutual respect for one another,
and they made friendships in a way that had not been
possible before.
It continued through the first decades of the nineteenth
century. It was a matter of course that German universities gave professorships to Jews, that German and Jewish
judges, and German and Jewish doctors worked together,

that German and Jew married one another. But when
you follow this up historically, quite suddenly, and one
may say historically inexplicably, something breaks in
on what I have just described.
Suddenly an aversion against the Jews breaks in and
for the first time the word ‘anti-Semitism’ is coined. On
15 November 1879 in the Preussischen Jahrbüchern
(Prussian Annals) an article appears by the well renowned author Heinrich von Treitschke with the heading
‘Our Prospects’. There one can read:
In the meantime a marvellous mighty excitement
worked in the depths of our nation. As if the nation
had come to self awareness and took itself unmercifully to task. Who has lived abroad for recent months,
like the writer of these lines, and suddenly re-entered
this stormy German world, is almost shocked by this
awakening of conscience of the people, the thousands
of voices that either excuse or accuse one another.
This happening is the more surprising since it occurs
independently of the press, because our papers have
never so unfaithfully reflected public opinion.2
So one can say when Treitschke came back he noticed
something was going on, and he continued: ‘The awakened conscience of this folk turns in the main against
the soft philanthropy of our age.’ One may get an idea
where this is heading. It continues:
Among the symptoms of this deep change of mood
that goes through the folk, nothing appears so strange
as the vehement movement against the Jews. A few
months ago there still reigned the ‘reversed Hep Hep
shouting’ [Hep Hep had been earlier anti-Jewish riots.
MG.] Everyone was permitted to make the hardest
comments about failings of German or French or
any other nation’s national character; but anyone
daring to make any remark about an obvious weakness of the Jewish character, however justified and
moderately expressed, was immediately branded by
all the press as a religious persecutor and barbarian.
Make no mistake, this movement goes deep and is
strong and will not be overcome by a few wisecracks
of bungling Christian social speakers. Right up into
circles of well educated men, who would with horror
reject any thought of intolerance by the church or
by national pride, one can hear today as if from one
mouth: The Jews are our disaster!3
It is helpful that we have a description about this by Rudolf Steiner which is very interesting, so I shall read some
of it. Rudolf Steiner tried to come to terms with what
he called the cultural sickness of anti-Semitism already
in 1897, 1900 and 1901. In ‘Shameful Anti-Semitism’,
a series of articles, he wrote about Schönerer, a BadenPrussian professor who began making inflammatory
anti-Jewish speeches.
Before Schönerer appeared in Vienna one could have
easy converse with the young people who had grown
up under the influence of liberal attitudes. Among them
there was an appreciation of freedom carried by good
common sense. Anti-Semitic instincts existed also then,
even among fashionable circles of German citizens, but
one was generally well on the way to regard them as
unjustified and to overcome them. They were regarded as
a remnant of a less progressive time to which one should
not give in. It was evident to everyone that anything one
said expressing public values could not come from antiSemitic sentiments, anyone claiming to be well educated
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would have been really ashamed of them. But Schönerer
influenced the student youth and otherwise people who
were generally not that well educated. People who were
persuaded from a more liberal appreciation of life to his
less than clear arguments, suddenly began to talk in a
different kind of tone. People who earlier might have
spouted about ‘true human dignity’, ‘humanity’ and ‘the
achievements of the freedom of the age’ suddenly started
to talk without restraint about feelings, antipathies that
shortly before would have made them blush and which
they would have denied. This related to their earlier
declamations like black and white.4
Now you see, this we should really take to heart. In
the sixties and seventies after the liberal revolution had
really died down among the middle classes, something
quite new comes about. One cannot really express it
differently than that the souls were stricken by a sickness,
a sickness called anti-Semitism. Liberalism dies down
and in its place anti-Semitism muscles in. What matters
is to become aware of how, for about a hundred years,
roughly from 1760 until 1860, a liberation of Judaism
had started, then apparently from nowhere there appears
this anti-Semitism. Feelings are aroused, antipathies
arise, the free folk of Germans begin to become conscious of itself and to shake off foreign dominance. That
is how people talked then. But when now you read the
responses that Jewish professors like Joel, Graetz and others write in answer to Treitschke’s and other pamphlets,
it gets worse. As a doctor one can only say they are just
as sick as the others. With drivel, cynicism, meanness
in the most despicable manner, with brilliant intellect
they shower those who believe they must speak up for
the German character. They use the same invective and
abusive words and you notice they are affected by the
same sickness. Rudolf Steiner characterises this saying;



‘Worse than the anti-Semitic speakers are the heartless
leaders of the Jews that have tired of Europe.’
And now it becomes discernable that by this spreading
disease that also affects the Jews, symptoms of hyper-sensitivity appear. Everyone who is not a Jew, but a Gojim, is
suspected of anti-Semitic attitudes. And what had begun
to develop as bridge-building between human beings is
suddenly and almost in demonic fashion demolished.
I will read again how Rudolf Steiner characterises this
situation:
Those in whom such sentences as Graetz’ find a
great echo, were only a little while ago prepared passionately to merge their own folk with the people of
the occident. Real anti-Semitism is not the cause of
this Jewish hyper-sensitivity, but a false image that an
overexcited imagination forms of an anti-Jewish movement. Whoever knows the Jews well, knows how deepseated even among the best of these people there is
this tendency to create such a false image. Distrust of
non-Jews has thoroughly taken hold of their souls. Even
in people in whom they cannot trace any conscious
anti-Semitism, they suspect that at heart there is an
unconscious, instinctive, secret hate of Jews.5

This is the way that led to Zionism. In the answer Treitschke gave Graetz and Joel on 15 December 1879 he
says:
When this Jewish pride becomes public and demands that Jewishness is recognised as a nationality, then the rights basis breaks down upon which
emancipation is based. There is only one way to
fulfil such wishes: emigration, founding a Jewish
state somewhere abroad, then they will have to
see whether it can achieve the recognition of other
nations.6             (To be continued)
1 Rudolf Steiner, Der irdische und der kosmische Mensch. 9
Vorträge, zwischen 23. Oktober 1911 und 20. Juni 1912 in
Berlin. Aus dem 5. Vortrag (2. Mai 1912).
2	 Der Berliner Antisemitismusstreit, hrsg. v. Walter Boehlich,
Sammlung Insel 6, 1965.10
3 Ibid.
4 Rudolf Steiner, Verschämter Antisemitismus (1901),
Veröffentlichungen aus dem Literarirschen Frühwerk. Heft
XXII.
5 Ibid.
6 Der Berliner Antisemitismusstreit, hrsg. v. Walter Boehlich,
Sammlung insel 6, 1965.10

Conventional language and Goethean language
Michael Babitch, Kimberton Hills, United States

I

n the second and third lectures of the third Village
Conference (1964), Karl König refers to the importance
of involvement in Goetheanism for the on-going vitality
of the adult villages. To do this successfully, one needs to
understand the difference between the analytic language
forms that we in the western world are steeped in and
those that are more holistic, for Goetheanism is holistic. I
am no language expert, but I understand that our conventional analytic language forms have been developed and
inculcated for almost six hundred years at least, since the
beginning of the Renaissance and the Consciousness Soul
age in the fifteenth century.
Hopefully one example, with a nod of thanks to Goethean
science philosopher and writer Henri Bortoft, will suffice.
When we behold a phenomenon, say, a bird flying across
the sky, we may say or think something like, “Look at that
bird flying.” This can already create a separateness between
us and the bird. It also tends to have the effect of inducing us to observe the bird and the phenomenon of flying
superficially and to go no further than that.
In Goethean observation, this only approaches the first
step, i.e. to carefully observe all the details that exist on the
surface. In the next step, we are asked to create inwardly
an exact sensorial imagination (or representation) of what
we have observed, and then to do a ‘reversal of will’, in
which we become an empty vessel that bears the exact
sensorial imagination in such a non-interfering way that
it begins to speak to us of its true nature. When it speaks,
when it reveals its open secrets, this is a holy (whole/holistic) moment where we can commune and unite with the
true being of what we have observed. This, according to
Goethe, is what nature longs for.
Our language forms/structures, without our knowing
it, actually cause us to be superficial, even to the point
of being jaded. (“So it’s a bird flying. So what?”) You also



may have noticed, as I have, that an essential quality for
spiritual research and reverence seems to be in increasingly short supply, also partly attributable to the forms of
our language. We may even stop bothering to observe such
things for lack of interest! This is alienating us from nature,
at great potential peril to us.
I suggest we try creating new language forms. For, “Look
at that bird flying”, how about “Birdflyingness!” The point is
to achieve a true and deep experience of the phenomena,
as in birdness, air flow and the process/being of flying.
Poetry has the potential to achieve this, and we may need
to work initially in that medium. I’ve given it a rough shot
below by radically (foolishly? courageously?) ‘translating’
the first six verses of the John Gospel, which are often
used for meditation, into a different form for meditation. I
have found it helpful toward being able to experience the
gestalt of the passage in transcendent time and to unite
with the meditation.
Be-g-in-ing:
GodWordingChristworldforming.
Christ birthing Lifebecoming-Light
in me
Becoming
I
Shining, seeing
in Darkness.
Michael has been a co-worker
at Camphill Village Kimberton Hills for 26 years,
doing central administration, running a household,
teaching their social therapy course, etc. His work
with Goetheanism has come primarily out of his
involvement with the International and North American
Colleagueships for the Renewal of the Village Impulse.

An Easter experience
Ann Hoyland, Oaklands Park, England

E

aster Sunday morning, 6.30 a.m.: some forty or fifty
people were gathered outside the Asha Centre, an
inter-faith centre in the Forest of Dean. An inter-faith
priest appeared in colourful robes – but then why should
we all wear anoraks? He led the way through the trees
and across streams along ‘The Old Monk’s Path’ to St.
Anthony’s Well which is set in the midst of beautiful
woodland with the magnificent trees stretching their
great bare branches to form a canopy over us. The well
was created centuries ago by the monks from Flaxley Abbey and named after the Egyptian St. Anthony who had
a particular connection to water and healing. The water
from this well is reputed to have healing qualities.
And there we were, gathered around it, from babes
in arms to septuagenarians, people from the nearby
Camphill communities, Grange Oaklands and Taurus
together with several friends and neighbours comprising
many different nationalities.
About half the people were given a hand bell and asked
to go with a partner for a five minute walk into the woods,
all in different directions so that we could not see anyone
else. At the sound of the ‘conch’ from the well we were to
slowly return having, as we walked, a ‘conversation’ with
the converging bells; and it worked! Bell spoke to bell
from deep down bass tones to the higher more feminine
notes. As we drew nearer to the well we heard the voice
of a lone soprano singer and when the motley crew again
gathered around the well, there she was, white robed
and singing. There was a fire burning and a eurythmist in
her flowing white veils was performing the ‘Hallelujah’.

There was some speculation from the children at this
stage about whether she was wearing eurythmy shoes or
wellies under her robes – we couldn’t quite see. It was
a splendid sight and as more and more people arrived
from their walk in the woods so the bells became silent
and we were left with a deep silence only broken in an
unobtrusive way by the sound of the gentle lapping of
the water in the well, the chirping of birds, the cooing of
wood pigeons, the bleating of the forest sheep and the
occasional contribution from a young child.
When we began to come out of the stillness a loaf was
drawn out of the heart of the fire and passed around,
each of us breaking off a tiny piece and eating it. This
was followed by a chalice filled with the clear, fresh
water from the well; with this we were asked that each
of us should bless our neighbour.
With the renewed voice of the lone singer we began to
wander back through the trees to the Asha Centre, some
for a convivial breakfast of boiled eggs and toast and
some to return to their own house communities where
a festive breakfast was awaiting them.
Although the sky was overcast and we did not see the
sunrise as we had hoped, it was nevertheless a rich and
beautiful Easter experience.
Ann has lived for many years in various Camphill
communities – mostly in Scotland. She was cofounder, together with Eric, of Tiphereth Camphill
Community in Edinburgh. She is now ‘retired’ and
living in Oaklands Park in Gloucestershire.

A new view on Easter Sunday
Anna Darwell, Coleg Elidyr, Wales

A

s I was sitting in the offering service on Easter Sunday
morning I was wondering to myself how many house
managers (house mothers/fathers) have taken the day off
today? I’m guessing not many. I grew up in Camphill and
watched my mother prepare for Easter Sunday. I watched
as she made the Easter bread, I saw the effort and small
touches that made the Easter morning breakfast table
look so special and I also saw how tired she looked at
the end of the day. I don’t think she ever took an Easter
Sunday off and to be honest in my three years of being
house manager I would never have dreamt I would have
taken the day off either.
To be honest I almost didn’t manage it, I almost fixed
the rotas so that I could work on the Sunday. However
I took a leap of faith in my support worker and decided
that perhaps Easter Sunday could happen without me.
In a way I couldn’t quite let go of everything as I had
decorated the house the night before and had prepared
the Easter breakfast table. I wanted to show the young
adults and staff what I had seen in Easter all these years
and perhaps they could pick up what was important or
special to them and carry it with them to pass on in the
next year whether they stay in Camphill or not. It was
important to me that the table looked great, there was
a nice ironed white tablecloth, a small Easter garden in

the middle made with moss and dyed eggs, there was a
branch above the table with hanging painted eggs and
fresh flowers in the house; it was all these small things,
these details that had made Easter for me all these years.
Knowing that I had prepared and done all I could for
the Easter Sunday I sat back, marvelled at my work,
enjoyed a glass of wine with my staff and pondered on
the next day, wondering if I was going to manage to get
up on my day off at 5:30 am to walk up the mountain
to see the sunrise.
I woke on Easter Sunday not to the sound of the birds
or the sun streaming through my window but to the
sound of Radio 2. I looked out of the window, saw the
clear brightening sky, the bright moon which was almost
orange in colour and thought “What the hell, it’s my day
off, I can go back to bed again later on in the day if I
want.” So I marched up the hill hoping I wouldn’t miss
the sunrise, considering I had just woken myself up at
really quite an unreasonable hour!
As I was marching up the hill (at quite a fast speed, I
must say, and happy that all my jogging had finally paid
off!) I had many thoughts running through my head. I
thought about the conflict, the hurt, the jealousy, stress
and tiredness that I had encountered over the past few
weeks in my work and private life. I thought of Holy Week



and how I too had been on a path, a path that was
treacherous and demanding but there I was on the top
of the mountain watching the sunrise surrounded by
colleagues, students and staff children, feeling happy
and peaceful. It was by no means the end of the path
but there was hope and it felt good.
With a smile and a spring in my step I made my
way home for an extra large cup of tea and a couple
of mini eggs (it is Easter after all!) and while having
my breakfast I watched some of the Easter Eucharist
Service on TV. I listened to the Reverend talking about
fear and it struck me that even though we all have a
fear whether it be of the future, of spiders or of ‘letting
go’ it’s the courage within us that helps us to ‘get over’
the fear. Courage is what I feel this Easter Sunday, a
strength inside that pushes me to make that extra step,
whether it be to hang out the olive branch and make
amends with the world around me or to stay away
from my house knowing that they can manage.
As we let our light shine we unconsciously give other
people permission to do the same. As we’re liberated
from our own fear our presence automatically liberates others.             Nelson Mandela

Auferstehung, Emil Nolde, 1912

Anna grew up in Coleg Elidyr and lived there for
eighteen years with her family. She has been a
House Manager for the past three years running a
small house with four young adults with learning
disabilities and five staff.

Bible Evening in the village
Beate and Regine Blockhuys, Lehenhof, Germany

A

Michaelic Bible Evening: Every time we have to
fight the dragon, even when preparing for a Bible
Evening. How can we overcome our intellectual thinking which cannot show us the way to the gospel, still
less so for our companions? In the service of Michael
the following applies:
Michael frees the thoughts in the region of the head;
he clears the way to the heart;
he kindles enthusiasm in the soul
for everything experienced in the light of thought.
Rudolf Steiner GA 26
This can be the heading for the third part of the Bible
Evening. There the heart-thinking should be practised.
This can become a conscious path of learning. The
beginning should be wonder, devotion, reverence
and love. We should speak from out of the spiritual
wellspring. Wrestling with this will open the portal to
our spiritual home.
In order to get there it requires preparation throughout
the week. To begin with the Bible passage is still full
of questions. When we deepen our search, an answer
may arise, perhaps even an inspiration. In part three
also questions should be asked regarding the text in
general, e.g. why is there so much pain and evil in
the world, and also disability? How and where do we
experience God?



Our own questioning and experiencing keeps us inwardly alive and renewed – not with the intellect but
drawing imaginatively from our own soul-experiences. It
is no good to speak about the spirit, rather speak out of
the spirit, not cleverly, but allowing for our own vulnerability by opening up our soul so that our higher self may
lift us above everyday matters. Our village companions,
however limited, like to join us in this endeavour. It is the
mood that is accessible to them even though they might
not follow with their consciousness. A true meeting of
soul and spirit can come about.
The Bible Evening is a weekly ritual, starting with
silence. It can be helpful to give attention to a natural
object: a blossom, a shell, a piece of rock or crystal, or
remembering a sunset or the white covering of frost,
always awakening the sense of wonder. This is a schooling of our religious sense organ. Even we co-workers are
sometimes limited in our empathy and lacking the ability
to open our soul with devotion. The mood of questioning
should be acute, calling on everyone to join in.
This makes for a lively and creative conversation, often with attention to very topical matters. Then there is
no need to explain imaginations. In this way the life in
the community can find a weekly renewal with living
thoughts in the service of Michael.
Regine has lived in Camphill since 1959 and is retired
now. Beate is Regine’s daughter and lives in Hamburg.

What was the true gold in early Camphill?
Johannes M Surkamp, Ochil Tower, Scotland

A

difference is experienced between the World War
Two generation co-workers and the ones born in the
50s and 60s. Whilst many of the older generation felt
they were guided to join the pioneering work of Camphill, even predestined to play a part in it, the younger
generation who grew up in a completely different social
climate, met the established result of the earlier work and
partly looked at the early ideas and ideals with a certain
scepticism and disbelief. A justified search for inner
freedom demanded a new assessment of how Camphill
had come into existence. Fine examples of describing
the changes during the last few decades were presented
by Michael and Jane Luxford, and Andrew Plant.
The world changed immensely since the 1940s and
50s, and the motivating force so long ago can now appear like a myth, in spite of historical documentation
and personal testimonies. But all agree: Camphill would
not have come into being without the personality of Karl
König. So, what did motivate König? How can we gain a
truthful picture today of the path König himself walked?
If we discover this, we shall find that true gold that lies
at the foundation of Camphill.
Hans Müller-Wiedemann (HMW) has written a comprehensive biography of König and many others have
also traced the course of his life. Trying to answer the
question of the title, just four significant and crucial
events shall stand before us, which as no others offer
insight to what was experienced in early Camphill as
the true gold. These four events are:
1) how König met the name of Rudolf Steiner;
2) how he followed Ita Wegman’s invitation;
3) how he experienced children
		
at the Advent Garden in 1927;
4) what the Youth Group meant to him.
1)Hans Müller-Wiedemann wrote:
In his autobiographical sketch König writes: ‘My
first encounter with the name of Rudolf Steiner was
around the year 1921. In an art exhibition of modern
paintings I found a triptych by the painter and graphic
artist Richard Teschner, who was well known at that
time in Vienna. On the left was Confucius, on the
right the meditating Buddha, and in the middle the
figure of a modern proletarian… Under the middle
picture were the following words:
A new dawning of the white race
			
will manifest itself in earthly spheres
Only when the sages of this race
			
feel the soul’s bond with the spirit,
And in them will take effect
			
a feeling of shame
That blackens souls
			
when they seek to comprehend
Man’s being through material senses.		
Dr Rudolf Steiner
This expressed what lay on my heart too. But who
was Rudolf Steiner, that he was allowed to appear
beside Buddha and Confucius? (page 45)
This question went very deep. König started to read Steiner’s Goethe’s Conception of the World and after listening

to a lecture by Dr Eugene Kolisko, he was introduced
to Steiner’s Philosophy of Freedom, through which his
own thinking was confirmed. He had met the name and
the spirit of Rudolf Steiner–destiny did not allow him to
meet him in person.
HMW reflected: ‘The effectiveness of the name as the
spiritual token of its bearer created a bond of sovereign
community between two people’.
König stated that ‘the shock was profound and terrible’.
‘Was not the solitude hitherto experienced, thereby suddenly uplifted to a brotherly ‘thou’ through the ambivalent feeling with which such events are clothed?’
Martin Buber has described the central power of the
biblical soul as being one of dialogue. A spiritual dialogue of this kind seems to have begun at this point, and
was to continue throughout König’s life. In this sense he
saw himself as a pupil of Rudolf Steiner, and he lived
and stood for this pupilship as a free relationship in a
dialogue, which was constantly being renewed until his
death. (pages 46–47)
2) When the newly qualified doctor met Rudolf Steiner’s closest medical collaborator Ita Wegman for
the first time, she invited him to join her work in
Switzerland. König had just been offered a position
at the prestigious University of Vienna, promising
promotion and security. Three weeks later he arrived
at Arlesheim, having made his decision.
3) Soon after his arrival König had the opportunity to
attend the Advent Garden at the Sonnenhof, a home
for children with special needs. He saw the children
take their candle held in an apple, light it from the
large candle raised high in the middle of a moss
spiral, placing the lit candle in the moss spiral on
the way out. König was overcome by the image of
innocence and devotion in the face of these children.
Tears came to his eyes and deep in his heart the decision was made to devote his life to their cause. He
had experienced the archetype of each individual
above the deformed and distorted outer expression.
He wanted to be an active part in their transformation
from the caterpillar to the butterfly.
4) Lastly: the man, who was from childhood a loner in
spite of active involvement in social, academic and
professional aspects of life, found himself more than
a teacher in the circle of the Youth Group in Vienna.
Their spiritual occupation culminated in the wish to
‘prepare a vehicle for Michael, the rightful leading
spirit of our age, to enter the earthly domain’. He
could feel himself accepted in a spirit of community,
as the first among equals. He also knew that one
alone cannot make an impact, but when souls come
together at the right time, much can be achieved.
These four essential stages in Karl König’s life prior to
starting life and work in Scotland are archetypal stages
of a sacramental life:
• Hearing the message, the revelation of the name,
• Sacrificing one’s own achievement for higher
aims,
• Being involved in the process of transformation
and
• Identifying oneself with a communal aim of service.



Other names could be given to these vital four stages.
What matters is that in König’s development, these stages
were accompanied by his free dialogue with Rudolf
Steiner and his anthroposophy and the new vista of
Christianity which he had opened up.
This indeed is the ‘gold’ that shone through all that
König thought, spoke and tried to lead into the life of
the inclusive community to which the children were
considered as belonging.
He emphasised that their existence was a call for community. The concept of community is ever widening to
embrace both the visible and invisible world, which can
be reached through gratitude and conscience.
There are two stories that openly speak about gold and
have been taken into the lore of Camphill: In Goethe’s
Fairytale appear three kings, the golden, the silver and
the brazen king and a fourth one, a pitiable mixture of
the three. The other is from the gospel of Matthew, the
story of the three wise men or magi’s, the three kings who
brought their respective gifts to the Christ child: gold,
representing wisdom; frankincense – love and devotion;
and myrrh – standing for sacrifice.
König identified wisdom, fit for the 20th and 21st century
with anthroposophy. Devotion included interest in others, as well as being able to wonder, which is the starting
point for philo-sophia, i.e. love for wisdom. Essential in
this context is the sacrifice of personal volition to the
spirit-will, serving a higher purpose. This is an image of
the human soul in thinking, feeling and willing, and all
three aspects need to be actively engaged.
These three found forms of expression in college meetings, Bible Evenings and the working out of love. They
provided also a new understanding for the ideas and
ideals of the French Revolution and the impulse for a
threefold social organism, launched by Rudolf Steiner

in 1917. This threefold endeavour carried the Camphill
impulse throughout the world.
After his second, extended visit to South Africa, Karl
König reported to the Schools Community and wrote in
the Cresset: ‘The greatest progress, however, was made
in raising the awareness of the public for the problem of
the handicapped child. This has increased considerably.
Not hundreds, but thousands of people are conscious of
our efforts, and offer help in many forms and ways. The
name of Rudolf Steiner and of Camphill have become
household words for the training and helping of backward children.’ (NB: terminology still used in 1961)
During the same time the plans for the Camphill Hall
at Murtle started to materialise. She received a second
name: Hall of Memory and Conscience. Memory is a
living link to the past. Conscience should accompany
our will working into the future. Our life in the present
should be informed by both, memory and conscience.
Then in ever-transformed ways our resolutions are carried forward.
The spiritual, social-political and economic mess and
breakdown we experience in our present time, clearly
show how much the original values of Camphill are still
needed in the world! Karl König has set a great example
for us all. Even now, out of a living relationship to anthroposophy, Rudolf Steiner and Karl König, new impulses
and conviction can be kindled which can renew the
inner essence and will bring new life into the structures,
organisations and businesses we have inherited.
It is never too late! This gold has not devalued and is
available freely.
Johannes, a pioneer
of Camphill communities in Scotland, is active in
Camphill and in anthroposophical work in Britain.

An open invitation to look at the question of what community and Waldorf
Education can offer to the current debate on child protection
By Anna Magdalena Sands, Bristol, England
I am writing this open invitation to anyone who would
like to enter into a discussion about the issue of child
protection in England and how to respond to it. As
those living in Britain will know, child protection has
frequently featured in the news recently. Some very
horrifying cases have come to light and it has raised the
question of how to protect vulnerable children and how
to support the families around those children.
I have spent five years living and working at the Sophia
Project in Oakland, California. This is a project that serves
vulnerable children and families who are at risk of recurring homelessness and who have often experienced violence and abuse. I saw first-hand that by actively creating
community with the families out of a Camphill impulse,
they had a safe, nurturing and homelike environment.
This helped them to overcome the effect of homelessness,
abuse and poverty and develop skills necessary for stable
family life. Waldorf early-years education was central to
providing these young and very vulnerable children with
a nurturing environment and gave them the opportunity
to build a strong and stable foundation on which to grow
into strong and healthy adults.
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My experiences at the Sophia Project made a very deep
and lasting impression on me. I have carried those impressions with me into my work in England, which has
involved working for a parenting assessment centre in
Bristol in child protection cases. I have since gone on to
work in a children’s centre run by the city council that
provides nursery placements and parenting support for
children in need and children on the Child Protection
Register. What I have positively witnessed in my time at
the Sophia Project, and what I have witnessed as lacking in my work within mainstream organizations has
brought me to question what can be done in England to
respond to the urgent matter of child protection, taking
guidance and inspiration through Camphill, Waldorf
and anthroposophy.
If there is anyone else for whom this is a question, or
who would like to enter into a discussion about this
subject I invite you to contact me.
By email at: magdalena.sands@yahoo.co.uk
by phone:
07837613832
or by post:
10 Bellevue Cottages, Clifton,
		
Bristol, BS8 4TG.

Obituaries
Hanna Follner
26th April 1930 (Graz, Austria) – 25th November 2008 (Liebenfels, Austria)
I can, and together we can (do)
even more        Hanna

Mention should be made of my cousin
Hans Bauer, who was a painter. We
were not only cousins, but also good
friends. Extreme experiences during
ne who is born in the sign of Bull
and after the war however led to his
(Taurus), has the possibility to be
tragic end, together with his partner.
endowed from the start with strength
Hans left me all his paintings. After a
of will as well as connectedness to the
memorial exhibition, a sales exhibition
earth. In any case one would like to see
brought some money for Liebenfels.
it this way for Hanna Follner. How she
His death was the first great sorrow
used these capabilities many of us have
in my life.
experienced.
Hanna was seventeen at that time.
Hanna left behind notes about her
Through her cousin an outspoken artistic
childhood and youth, which are so full
impulse was awakened in her. Art and
of life, that they will be presented here
craft from now on enriched her life.
to begin with.
Hanna then met Viktor Kopetzky, an
One miracle after another happened
engineer. She wrote:
to allow Camphill Liebenfels to be
After knowing each other for seven
born... These miracles did not just start
years we married, but four years after
in 1976. I have to go back in time to
I divorced him. This was my first inget to a better understanding.
A recent picture of Hanna
dependent decision in my life! I was
My mother Seraphine was 22, my
now 29 years old and could begin anew. I knew
father (merchant in groceries) thirty years old when
that I had not the slightest inclination to be a proper
I was born. Unfortunately they did not want any furwife. I had finished training at a school for fashion
ther children – the wish for siblings was not granted.
design. Through the artistic example of my cousin I
As both parents were working, I grew up with my
also wanted to become a painter. I now started to
grandmother, who became the most beloved person
occupy myself with crafts, painting fabric, doing batik,
in my childhood. The best place was on her lap.
printing with lino cuttings or potatoes, painting with
I loved to be in the garden behind the house. There
water colours on Japanese paper; and I loved this
were fruit trees, an old lilac tree and hazel bushes
life. Although I worked entirely without guidance, I
with a sandpit underneath. In this I created my own
did have some success. When a well known fashion
garden with flowers and vegetables.
magazine published a photograph of my work, a
The road to school was still untarred and when it
connection with a businesswoman in South Africa
rained many snails and rain worms were about and I
ensued. She invited me to come and work with her.
was very busy to take them out of harm’s way. I often
I borrowed money and flew to Johannesburg, where
felt anguished when others would carelessly step on
I stayed for two years, earning reasonably well.
them and crush them. I suffered endlessly when seeing
Hanna always loved to tell about this time and the many
dogs on chains or birds in cages. I had no fear of aniextraordinary experiences she had. Whilst there, she
mals and never had any bad experience with them.
designed and made many artistically original dresses,
My first school years were spent quite contentedly
skirts, blouses and shawls in batik.
in the Ursuline Monastery, where the nuns guided
In 1964, after a marvellous and adventurous journey
me, obviously very religiously, very catholic, which I
through Africa lasting seven weeks, I returned to Graz.
didn’t mind till about age fifteen.
My parents were at the airport and were quite taken
In 1938, through the annexation of Austria by
aback when they saw me clad in blue jeans instead
Germany, the horrors of the impending war began,
of an elegant travel suit!
when as a child one had to learn to keep quiet about
Here ends Hanna’s own notes.
certain things. In 1939 my father was called up, but
In Graz Hanna took evening classes in education and
did not need to go to the front because of ill health.
passed the exams. Then she spent two years in Stuttgart
He was often at home and during bombardments
at the seminar for Waldorf Education. Hanna had met anof Graz would stand upright with my mother under
throposophy in Graz when she was twenty. She took part
his coat.
in study groups and read a great deal. From 1967 to 1975
For me he was a great example, entirely without
she lived in Nuremberg, Germany, teaching hand work
fear–and so I too was without fear. At that time I was
in the Waldorf School, loved by pupils and colleagues. It
12–13–14 years old. He was also very gifted and
seemed that she was born for this kind of education.
capable. When I would say: “that I cannot do
However, she met for the first time the Camphill
” his answer was: “one can do anything one wants
movement through a visit in England at a conference in
to do”. This attitude gradually became also my own
Ringwood in 1975. Hanna was deeply impressed by this
and when I started Liebenfels my daily motto was: I
way of life. She met Peter Roth who showed her Botton
can, I want, I must!

O
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Village in Yorkshire; and immediately she wondered
how all this could be brought to Austria, which was also
the home country of Rudolf Steiner, Karl König and the
founder members of Camphill. Peter Roth, the inaugurator
of Camphill villages with disabled adults, supported these
ideas enthusiastically and became a kind of godfather and
friend to Camphill Liebenfels until the end of his life.
So in 1976 when Hanna was 46 years old, Camphill
Liebenfels was founded, with some financial and other
help by some of her friends. Also the Waldorf School
in Klagenfurt (around 30km south of Liebenfels) was
founded during this time. It was a matter of course for
Hanna that she, who had all the qualifications, would
help there too to bring it about. Her energy and decisiveness in courageous steps to be taken became a source of
strength for the group of young teachers at the school.
Camphill Liebenfels gradually grew from the small but
beautifully situated farm above the village of Liebenfels
over the following years into the social therapeutic place
comprising of four small and large farms spread out
within a few kilometres from each other in the breathtakingly beautiful hilly and sunny landscape of Kärnten
(Carinthia in southern Austria).
No doubt the financial situation for this expansion was
often precarious. Hanna however managed convincingly
and mostly successfully to engage the wider Camphill
movement in Germany and elsewhere as well as the GLS
Bank in Austria in fund-raising. Also a steadily increasing and faithful group of Friends of Camphill Liebenfels
became wonderfully active and financially supportive,
which is still ongoing today.
Fairly soon a diverse, creative, happy and harmonious
way of life and work came about together with about
40–50 villagers, young adults with a great range of abilities
and disabilities. Co-workers of many nationalities came
for shorter or longer times including some with many
years of Camphill experience. There was plenty of work
for all in a variety of workshops, on the land, and in the
houses. Camphill Liebenfels became known for its rich,
varied and colourful cultural life well beyond its borders.
There were plays, choir singing, lectures; course leaders
from all over the world were invited, a seminar started,
conferences were hosted and especially the seasonal
festivals became highlights throughout the year. Hanna’s
influence and inspiration could be clearly felt in all this.

In the early years
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Here she was in her element. Camphill Liebenfels had
arrived noticeably on the map of all the other anthroposophical endeavours in Austria. A strong community life
as well as a striving for the more inner spiritual dimensions of Camphill was present during these years. It was
however not easy to maintain a steady flow of contact to
other Camphill places in the region, due to the distance
of over 1000km to the nearest Camphill ‘neighbour’.
In 1987 Hanna, now 57 years old, fell seriously ill
with a rare blood ailment. Although this could be partly
controlled, Hanna’s strength and capabilities from then
on were greatly reduced and she was forced to live in
semi-retirement, which was difficult for her.
Although she still had initiatives and prompted others
to carry them out, she had to witness how they more
often than not fell short of her high standards and expectations. Now these were times when Hanna’s lack of
tolerance and her outspoken criticism created situations
which she could have spared herself and others, had it
not been for her illness and forced outer passivity.
However, there remains the over-riding great value and
reality of Hanna’s joy in life, her energy and willpower as
well as her spiritual strength, which could bring about,
work for and work within Camphill Liebenfels during
these earlier years and now will no doubt continue to
do so.
Gertrud Jässl and Reinhard Goscinski,
Camphill Liebenfels, Austria
Translated, shortened and slightly added to by
Marianne Sander, Stourbridge, England

Memories of Hanna

I

joined Camphill Liebenfels, where I lived and worked
from 1983 until 1995, after which I remained in close
contact, also visiting regularly. It was in many ways a
glorious time: productive, creative, inspirational and on
the whole harmonious.
Hanna was deeply involved and interested in anthroposophy. In her words: “This is the most modern way, in
the best sense, a human being can go.” She studied and
worked with Steiner’s work alone and with others; and
she was often on the look-out to invite anthroposophical
speakers known for their independent research, searching for the truth. Hanna also had a lively interest
in current affairs, trying to read the symptoms of
our time and to reach a balanced and independent judgment. It was always stimulating to engage
in conversation with her about such issues, and
one could sense real concern in her about some
of the more disturbing phenomena and events
of our time. She was also well read in classical
and more modern literature and possessed many
interesting books.
Sometimes we would go out for a fling to the
alternative cinema where nostalgic and often
funny old-timers or well made, worthwhile more
recent films were shown. Or the fling would take
us to the magnificent setting of one of the many
Austrian lakes for a ‘Kaffee und Kuchen’ (coffee
and cake) in a lakeside café with time for more
conversation. Hanna certainly loved life and her
highly developed sense for beauty made her select
unfailingly what was really worthwhile.

I experienced Hanna as a strong personality, with an
outspoken sense of mission, who was able to transform
the world around her for the good of many. There were,
no doubt, strong autocratic tendencies in her; team
work did not sit easily with her. Although hers was not
a warm or motherly nature, nor was it easy for her to
form close relationships, she brought about possibilities
for others, furthering them in their development in a
most selfless way.
Then, during the last twenty years of her life, since
the onset of her illness, Hanna’s life tragically and

increasingly was overshadowed by a loss of patience
and tolerance with those around her. Her critical mind
hurt and estranged many of her old friends, so that she
became more and more lonely and isolated. Although
this difficult phase may have belonged to her destiny, one
cannot but feel, that the real Hanna is the one described
earlier, full of energy and will to do the good, with many
talents and abilities put to good use and with a clear and
creative vision for the future.
Marianne Sander, Stourbridge, England

Memories of Gisela Schlegel in the early days of Thornbury Park
Christine von Jeetze, Simeon, Scotland

T

hese are my experiences of the early days in Thornbury Park and of Gisela. I came through Tilla König,
who was well known to me from my childhood days in
Pilgramshain. I remember still the departure of the König
family from there in 1936. My mother Dorothea von
Jeetze had kept contact with Tilla through the years, as
much as possible during the war, so we knew of the beginning of Camphill in Scotland. After the war Dorothea
visited Scotland, Thornbury Park and Tilla. On her return
she told me of this visit and her impressions. Having
finished my training as a children’s nurse in Germany, I
thought this seemed to be the next step in my life. Little
did I know whom I would meet apart from Tilla. Gisela
was to be one of them. From the moment I met her I felt I
had known her from the past. We met as it were through
the task of nursing. I am forever grateful to Gisela for
leading me into the inner aspect of Camphill.
When I came to Thornbury on 5 May, 1953, there were
neither houses nor street lights in Park Road (a bit scary
in the dark and some people saw ghosts). Thornbury
House was a beautiful building with a wide entrance
hall and staircase. The large window facing south had
glass slightly tainted rose, softening the strong light
which was disturbing for the very sensitive children. It
gave a special atmosphere. When I looked around the
house the next morning, I was most impressed with its
spaciousness and serenity. A little further away, about
three miles, was a bit of modern development: an atomic
power station was under construction.
The wide stairs with low steps was a great help, as the
children were very often carried up and down, although
there was also a lift from ground floor to first floor, using
ropes manually. There was a dining room upstairs and
another one downstairs. The dormitories or nurseries, as
we called them, were very large rooms. Most children
needed small cots which were specially made, so it was
possible to have four or five in one room with space in
the middle of the floor for a large carpet. The children
spent a lot of time here to lie, crawl or sit on and play, for
which they needed help and stimulation at all times.
In summer a great deal of life was spent outdoors on
the lawn behind the house. The most impressive feature
there was a huge mulberry tree, giving protection from
the sun. We all spent a lot of time, children and co-workers in its shade before it collapsed in 1969. We lived
with the children rather than for them. We had only a

few speaking children, who provided a lively element.
Two children had Down’s Syndrome.
Thornbury House in Castle Street had been run by
St. Christopher’s School as a hostel. When the former
owners of Thornbury Park vacated it, Richard and Mary
Poole discovered it and talked with Dr. König about using
it for the work with palsied children. König then asked
Tilla to go there. Heathcot House in Scotland was to be
closed as a rented property and Gisela was asked by
König to move south, taking a group of children with her.
Then Gisela and Ilse von der Heide moved to Thornbury
to carry the task of nursing. König had envisaged Gisela
and Tilla to establish a nurses training. Gisela now had
the opportunity to follow her deepest wish.
Community building was then a strong, practical
reality. The inner aims of the Camphill Community
permeated all activities and aspects of life. When I first
saw the children, I was shocked, as they had just had
whooping cough. They appeared much more ill than I
had expected, or than the children I had nursed in hospital. However, as I made my relationships with them,
their essential beings began to shine through.
The children needed physical care and help with walking, feeding, etc. Many of them could not speak but were
able to communicate with their eyes. Often one had to
sense what they wanted to express. They were mostly
cheerful and tried their best. It was a schooling for us
to listen and understand them correctly. The children
responded well to fun and humour.
Certainly care was predominant but as they grew
older they needed also more school lessons and formal
education. This was the task of others, so we became a
differentiated community. Curative education and nursing met. Many aspects of life were carried by everyone.
Dr. Lotte, who did individual treatments with children,
at other times was also cooking. She cooked breakfast
every day. In the evening the children were taken downstairs for coloured light treatment, which took place in
the large treatment room. Although everybody had their
specific task, we complemented and helped each other.
Gisela was in all this a centre with her enthusiasm and
empathy. Tilla was the matron and had a motherly cloak
embracing the whole life of the house. One could experience her background of the Moravian Brotherhood. I
have a special memory of her carrying down the stairs a
tray of lit candles for the Christmas tree, one candle for
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each child. Order and beauty were her strong elements
that permeated life. The nurses and especially Gisela’s
particular strength was empathy. Thornbury Park was a
training ground for these qualities; empathy as well as
the healing will belongs to the Raphael stream.
Above I spoke about the children being carried up and
down stairs. Here is an image not so common today in
Camphill. It was then a reality in Thornbury Park and
earlier in Heathcot, a Piéta image which can characterise
the concern of König and Gisela for a spiritual stream that
has to do with nursing today and in the future. König’s
words from the guestbook point to this:
I was able to enter this house for the first time this
week and could thus begin to help prepare it for what
it wants to be and will become. My experience has
been a manifold one and it is not easy to put it into
words. This house is being enshrined by an ideal,
which I believe will have to be striven for by all those
who wish to dedicate themselves to work here. This
ideal is expressed in the three virtues which Francis
of Assisi gave as an example for his followers:
Holy Obedience – Radiant Purity (Chastity) – Noble Poverty
Holy Obedience can be practised by gratefully recognising the austere beauty of this house. To live and
work here full of devotion can only be done by consciously submitting oneself to a Holy Obedience.
The surrounding nature here, however can teach
us of Radiant Purity. In the resonant peacefulness
and light-filled abundance of nature, the soul looking
into herself can experience again and again how far
removed still is the red of her own blood from the
red of the roses blooming here.
The human spirit can experience Noble Poverty
when after sunset the eye traverses the immense
vault of the eternal starry heavens. Then will he who
truly beholds it become a beggar for the spirit, and

know that this is the only way to open the path into
the supersensible world.
The obedient body – The chaste soul – The supplicant spirit
These shall become experience here in human beings.
Then also will Francis of Assisi be recognised again
in his cosmic stature. We shall learn to experience
him, not as he was in former times but as he works
now, as a Seraphic being bestowing love, and as one
who is helping to transform the Mars principle into
that of Mercury, which means transforming law into
devotion and understanding, judgment into love, and
faithfulness into human insight.
Therefore a description of the inner striving of Gisela
could start from this point. Comments from people in
the memorial evening described Gisela as serving the
Michael impulse. I feel the Raphael impulse has been
equally strong in her, reflected in the nursing at these
two communities and further in the nursing stream developed in Aberdeen years later. The culmination of this
nursing stream in Gisela’s lifetime has been the Camphill
course in nursing.
What is a spiritual stream manifesting in these ways?
Devotion to the small thing is certainly an important
aspect of Camphill’s development. The small things we
usually devote ourselves to are the ordering of physical environment, speaking to each other, punctuality,
etc. Translated into the care of very ‘sick children’ this
devotion becomes an essence of nursing. For children
who are not learning by imitation, this devotion needs
to become finer and finer. Gisela could inspire others
towards devotional care of the children.
I was grateful that now at the end of Gisela’s long and
rich life I was able to be with her once more in Simeon.
On the night before her death I came to say “good night”
to her, but found myself saying “goodbye” waving to her.
This will always remain in my memory.

Other friends who have died
On April 25 Tom Enger died in hospital. He was 57 and was one
of the residents who had lived longest in Vidaråsen. He came to
Vidaråsen at the age of 17. Last year he moved to a nursing home
where he could receive the care he needed. Tom was an engaging
and lively individual, with a tremendous sense of humour and
creativity. He worked as a baker, and received a training which
enabled him to achieve the status as a ‘master baker’. Tom was
also an accomplished magician, and presented his skills both to
his friends in the village, and also alongside professional artists.
Our warmest thoughts and feelings are with Tom’s wife Marith
who lives in Vidaråsen, and to his family and countless friends
who have been touched and delighted by his great personality.
Judith Ingram
Wim van Remmen was a former co-worker of Christoforus in
Zeist (Netherlands) for many years in the 70s and 80s. He died
unexpectedly on May 28. He had heart problems and he went
to the hospital for day treatment. When he got home he had still
a good evening and had some visitors. During the night he was
unwell, went to hospital and died. He was 68 or 69 years old.
James Hoover passed away peacefully in the early morning
hours on 10 May, 2009. James came to live in Camphill Village
Copake in the late 1960s and spent his entire adult life here in
the community until he developed such intensive care needs
that he moved to a nursing home last October. In his early
years he was a tour guide and wrote some lovely articles for our
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newspaper, the Village Echo. He had a strong love for music,
particularly musicals, many of which he knew by heart. James
was 62 years old.
Richard Neal
Our former resident Margaret Horner passed away last Tuesday.
Margaret lived for at least fifteen years in The Croft community,
mainly at Tor Flat and the Croft. She moved when she was 70
in 1995 to Ashfield. Many of our residents will remember her
devotion to hard work, her unyielding character and her wonderful smile!
Ian Parker
Our dear former resident David Clarke passed away on May 5th,
in the Ulster Hospital where he had been having repeated bouts
of pneumonia. David was 59 years old. He spent his childhood
and youth at Glencraig and came to Mourne Grange in 1987.
He moved to the Arches care home in 2004. David was a great
character and particularly loved to play in the lyre orchestra.
Andy Sargent
Margaret Hammond, 81, died in hospital in the evening on Saturday June 20. She had been in for a few days with right-sided
pneumonia when she suddenly stopped breathing. Resuscitation
attempts were made, but were unsuccessful. There might be a
post-mortem to determine the cause of death. Margaret came
to the Camphill Schools when she was 17, lived in Botton for
about 30 years and then pioneered Larchfield. She will be greatly
missed.                    Anna Smith

News from the Movement …and beyond
A visit to Rozkalni
Margaret Carlson, Copake, United States

H

ave you heard of Rozkalni? Do you know where it is?
Do you know where Latvia is? Somewhere in Europe,
yes. To be precise: it is the middle or centre state of the
three Baltic states Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, situated
along the Baltic sea. Although the Estonians are related
to the Finnish people, there is a threefold Baltic organism
whose heart really only started beating in the early 90s
with the collapse of the occupying Soviet Union and the
subsequent independence of these three Baltic states.
Latvia’s capital Riga is just one hour’s flight from Sweden, roughly two hours from Norway. Hence, it is within
easy reach of central Europe to which Latvia has been
officially connected since its EU membership in 2004.
My own journey last summer took a little longer since
I came from New York City, ready to discover Eastern
Europe, totally uncharted territory for me.
Riga is a lovely old city, situated on the Gulf of Riga
where the large river Daugava meets the sea, thus making Riga an important harbour and city of trade since
the Hansa Guild was active in the Middle Ages. The
well-preserved old city centre is worth exploring, so
is the adjacent resort town of Jurmala with its 33km of
white sand beaches.
A two hour bus ride through lush green forests and
ripening grain fields and past old German Baltic farmsteads brings me into the heart of the central region,
Vidzeme, to the town of Valmiera, twenty minutes drive
away from Rozkalni. This budding community is one of
the younger Camphill places in our large, international
circle. Lovely Inga picks me up who started Rozkalni
with her husband Vilnis ten years ago. How should I
best describe this couple – beauty and the beast? No.
The blonde and the brain? No. Vilnis is not a beast, he is
an intelligent, most interesting clown (his humorous take
on life that is) with a wide knowledge of anthroposophy.
Inga is not a dumb blonde, she is a trained eurythmist
who performs most beautifully. They are an energetic,
inspiring couple whose passion it is to bring to Latvia
what they learned at Vidaråsen in Norway: a way of life
created out of anthroposophy, coloured by the arts of
eurythmy, painting, singing and imbued with a deep understanding of the human being. It shows in the people
they choose to live with: young adults that don’t ‘fit in’
and orphans who need help with doing work and creating a place they can call home. And these almost two
dozen people go about their lives with joy, hard work
and an upbeat spirit that is infectious and transforms this
former old farmstead into the warmly welcoming and
beautiful Camphill Rozkalni.
The farmhouse has been extended to accommodate
6–8 people. The kitchen is being used as ‘milk kitchen’
where they separate cream from milk, make butter, yogurt, small white cheeses and even cottage cheese. And
all this from their five hand-milked cows in the new barn
which was imported from Norway. The other side of the
courtyard is defined by the innovative, large straw bale
house, built in 2002 and accommodating twelve people.
With its inviting, warm atmosphere the living room hosts

the organizational and social gatherings that keep the
little community on track.
There is the old ‘pirts’, the bath house (we would call it
sauna) and the old ‘klets’, the storage shed, now housing
garden tools etc. Two further barns, one of them an old
log cabin barn, complete the picture. The ‘mountain”
of Rozkalni is actually the root cellar. The gorgeous rose
bushes covering it give the place its name: Rozkalni-Rose
Mountain. There are several chicken abodes housing Inga’s most fascinating collection of exotic chicken breeds.
She has some life sharing going on there: a turkey hen
mothering seven chicken chicks, a peacock chick and
her own turkey chick. The half dozen goats will hopefully be milked when the kids are grown.
The vegetable garden occupies everyone because the
weeds loved all the recent rains and are trying to hide
the great variety of veggies destined for delicious meals
or preserved the old Latvian way that Inga still knows
about. Vilnis shares his time between the tractor and
the computer besides doing the much needed task of
translating anthroposophical literature into Latvian.
Picking lots of berries and cherries is the fun of the
day and they are transformed into jams, juices and
delicious desserts. Several guys are good cooks and
can put a warm meal on the table without help! This is
a very capable bunch of people and they happily help
volunteers and visitors have a good time. Language
problems don’t really exist, many know or understand
English, they are studying it together. Fun and games is
very much part of the long summer evenings when the
sun only sets at 10pm.
To visit this small Camphill community in the middle
of Latvia’s nowhere is a very enriching experience. Even
Count Zinzendorf stayed close by in his days. The area
is rich in history of German and Russian occupations. If
you’re lucky, Vilnis will take you to the impressive castle
ruins of Cesis or Inga to the neighbours who have an exotic
fowl farm including ostriches in Latvia! And if you come at
the right time of year you can cool off in a lake nearby.
This little community needs our awareness and all the
active and spiritual support we can muster, especially
from Community members. Inga and Vilnis are the only
ones in Latvia carrying the Camphill impulse and they
make use of every occasion to strengthen it. We had
a little gathering of four Community members when a
German visitor and myself were there.
Inga and Vilnis’ dearest wish is for an individual or
a family to help them carry one of the two houses so
that they could then focus on making the much needed
third house become reality. Rozkalni is a wonderfully
alive place, a hidden treasure chest worth finding and
exploring. Please feel welcome to contact Inga and
Vilnis: rozkalni@apollo.lv .
Inga and Vilnis, I carry you all in my heart.
Margaret Carlson
has been a co-worker at Copake for several years and
will join the evolving Elder Care Initiative there.
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The opening of the Peaceful Bamboo Family in Hue, Vietnam
A residential community for youngsters living with mental disability
Tho Ha Vinh, Hue, Vietnam

T

he Peaceful Bamboo Family is a vocational training
community for youngsters living with mental disability, as well as a training centre for special education and social therapy. This community also develops
organic agriculture and wants to promote a responsible
life style respecting the spiritual, cultural, social and
natural environment. It is inspired by the ideals, values
and experiences of the Camphill movement.
In the early nineties myself and my wife Lisi were both
house parents at the Perceval Camphill community in St
Prex, and we started our work in Vietnam, supporting the
development of curative education in a country that was
slowly recovering from thirty years of war. What began
on a very small scale gradually developed and Eurasia
Foundation was created to support this work. Over the
years, we built special classes in five primary schools
for children with mild to moderate disabilities, created
two special schools for children with moderate to severe
disabilities, and sponsored several vocational training
workshops. Our other field of activity is the training of
special teachers. We organize regular courses in curative education and developed a one year post-graduate
course with fifty students in the Education Department
of the Hue University. Eight Vietnamese students went
through the full Camphill Seminar program in Perceval,
and three others had the opportunity to spend several
months as interns in Perceval and in Le Béal.
Until now, all our projects were in co-operation with
Vietnamese partners, either the Education Department
of the city, the Medical and/or Pedagogical department
of the Hue University, or Buddhist temples. But as
more and more children were graduating from school,
we were confronted with the fact that we did not have
any suitable place for those who needed a protected
environment for their further training and life. Two years
ago, we had the opportunity to buy some land and we
decided to try and create a first vocational training and
residential community for teenagers and young adults. It
was a challenge in many ways: there is no other similar

Traditional Buddhist ceremony to bless the Centre
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institution in Vietnam, especially not privately owned
and run without direct government involvement. One
should not forget that Vietnam is still a communist country. But we decided to take up the challenge, and after
overcoming many obstacles: financial, administrative,
organizational… we received thirteen villagers on February 2, 2009. Gradually, we plan to have about twenty
residential students and thirty day students.
As we were working with our team to prepare and
organize the community, our Vietnamese colleagues expressed very clearly their wish to be part of the Camphill
movement; actually, they thought they were naturally
part of it. So we took some time to talk about Camphill,
the history of the movement and its ideals.

The opening ceremony
As we prepared for the opening ceremony and informed
our friends and colleagues in Switzerland about it, so
many showed their interest that we decided to organize
a journey to Vietnam for those who wanted to take part
in the event. And finally, a delegation of almost thirty
people joined us for the opening.
From February until April 12, the team in Hue had
to simultaneously organize the life of the community,
finish the construction work and prepare for the opening ceremony. You can easily imagine that at times, our
courageous co-workers felt they would never be able to
manage everything in time. But, ultimately, everything
fell into place almost if by magic … and a lot of hard
work. Here is an account of these wonderful days:
On Saturday April 11, 2009, we welcomed the Swiss
delegation with almost thirty friends, most of them professionals in the field of special education and social
therapy and a majority from Perceval. On Easter Sunday, our team got up early to prepare everything for the
ceremony that began at 7:30 a.m. It was a lovely morning, and the sun was shining bright and hot. Everyone
shared a tasty breakfast with traditional Hue cakes and
home-made jam from our workshop with the youngsters.
Then we all went for a walking meditation to
Tu Hieu monastery.
On Monday April 13, we had the first curative education and social therapy conference,
an ongoing training facility that the Centre
wants to develop. About eighty participants
came together: special teachers from the seven
schools that Eurasia has created, professors
from the department of education of the Hue
University, educators and therapists from Perceval and the team from the Peaceful Bamboo
Family. The participants divided into several
workshops and explored various pedagogical
and therapeutic activities: painting, music,
eurythmy, physical therapy, special education
and the Padovan method.
After these practical experiences, several
round table conversations offered an opportunity to share and exchange questions and
challenges as curative educators. This first
conference confirmed the needs of educators

to have more opportunities to share and learn together,
and to be offered continuing training in their field.
The next day was the official inauguration. Since
Monday afternoon, the whole team, supported by many
volunteers, had worked hard to prepare everything for
this event. A tent was put up in the courtyard, many
colourful flowers were everywhere, and large banners
announced the event. Teachers dressed in traditional
Ao Dai welcomed the guests. More than two hundred
people came for the opening ceremony and the Swiss
Ambassador Jean-Hubert Lebet came from Hanoi.
The most important event was made up of the relationships that are created between people, cultures and traditions that meet in a spirit of respect, mutual tolerance
and appreciation; and this sets the tone for the spirit of
our community.
The threefold opening ceremony of the Peaceful
Bamboo Family represented the three dimensions of
the community:
• On Easter Sunday, the spiritual dimension with
traditional rituals, eurythmy and contributions
that united in a deep way eastern and western
spirituality.

• On Monday the dimension of the soul, based
on sharing, learning from one another and open
dialogue from human being to human being,
beyond differences and separation.
• On Tuesday, the material, earthly dimension,
with the official inauguration of the buildings, the
participation of the authorities and representatives
of the political institutions.
This is the beginning of a new phase of the development
of curative education and social therapy in Vietnam, and
we hope that we can count on the support of friends
from the Camphill movement worldwide.
For any further information, please contact Tho Ha Vinh,
vinhtho@hotmail.com
Ha Vinh Tho, Ph.D. , eurythmist and curative
eurythmist, lived and worked in Perceval St Prex with
his wife Lisi from 1977 to 2005 as a house parent
and head of the Camphill Seminar. He is currently
the head of training at the International Committee of
the Red Cross and visiting professor at the Catholic
University of Louvain Belgium.

Realizing a Camphill community for children with special needs in Velem, Hungary
Péter Takáts, Velem, Hungary
The last Camphill Forum of the Middle European
Region in March 2009 in Velem was the venue for the
celebration of the new membership of the Hungarian
community in the Camphill movement. The Forum met
in Europa Haus in the nearby town of Koeszeg, close
to the Austrian border and Vienna. A seminar about
the ‘Camphill concept’ with emphasis on the theme of
adequate placement for mentally handicapped adults
(with over 100 participants) also took place there the day
before the meeting began. The endeavour, the second
of its kind, was quite successful and generated a good
amount of interest among professionals in the country.
The members of the Forum spent half a day in the
community, where the celebration took place. The
impression was one of a stable initiative, well-organized
and cared for, and already well-embedded in the
Hungarian social landscape and the anthroposophical
movement. The work with the children and young people
is going well and there are plans for new houses and an
expansion into social therapeutic work.
Roger Furze, Lehenhof, Germany

curative education that is used in the Camphill
homes by assisting the founding of these homes
and supporting them.

A new understanding of special needs
According to the Association, special needs can only
be understood properly if one accepts and internalizes
the fact that people with special needs are individual
personalities. Our biggest concern with the traditional
approach is that it cannot see the human being with
an independent personality within the visible phenomenon, or can only describe it in an unstructured way
which does not help to understand the real problems
arising.

T

he Hungarian Camphill Association for children with
special needs was established in early 2002. The
twelve people who formed the association decided to
realize a new way of thinking and method of approach
to caring for and helping the development of people
who live with special needs, placing the individual human being and their manifold nature in the centre of
curative education. To achieve this, we are undertaking
two main tasks:
• To interpret ‘handicap’ in a new way in Hungary,
by changing the thinking and attitude of the
profession and the people in general towards
people with special needs.
• To introduce Hungarians to the human-centred

The new curative home in Velem, Hungary
Opened in August, 2007
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We will not be able to understand people with special
needs unless we try to understand that no matter how
damaged the ‘tool’ or the ‘instrument’ they were born
with may be, the ‘player’ will still try to play on it. As
long it is filled with life, the body remains the continuous
revelation of human existence.
Let’s have a look at this idea through a metaphor. Let’s
imagine that a great piano player has the task to play
one of Beethoven’s symphonies. Instead of a perfectly
tuned piano he would only get (or perhaps he would
even have decided to get) a broken, worn-out piano
that is falling apart. It would still be up to the musician
to play the symphony, especially if his life depends on
it. He could not do anything else but use what he is
given, even if the result may not really be called music
by some. Similarly, throughout their lives, people try to
play their own symphonies with the capacities they were
given through birth. Just as children with special needs
try to play theirs with the capacities they brought with
them into this life.
Let’s regard them as instruments that are out of tune,
with some of their strings missing, and therefore they
can only play unusual tunes. But these odd instruments
can still play just as beautiful melodies as the perfect
ones. The founders of the Association and all those who
chose as their vocation to live together with children and
adults with special needs are curious to hear and strive
to understand their melodies.
Amazingly, there are more and more communities
being formed around the world where these people are
respected, educated, trained and healed in this spirit.
The Hungarian Camphill Association was founded to
form and support communities and homes established
in accordance with these new principles.

The Velem Camphill Community Initiative
In order to realize these ideals our Association started a
project to create and form the first Camphill community
and curative home in Hungary. The first step was to get
rights to the property of the former Children’s Holiday
Resort in Velem, Hungary. The next step was to construct
and furnish the buildings required for the home. This is to
create the required harmonious environment for people
with special needs in Hungary that should be available
to them from childhood until old age.
The project became possible when in a resolution on
11 June 2004, the Vas County Local Government al-

lowed the Hungarian Camphill Association to use the
land of the former Velem Children’s Holiday Resort and
its existing building for seven years free, with a secured
option for purchasing the land during this time.
The project involved the construction of one new
house, and the architectural design work started even
before the resolution of the local government. With the
building approval obtained, the Association started the
construction of the new house in May 2006, and the
construction work was finished in August 2007, giving
the opportunity for ten disabled children and co-workers to live and develop together. For this work we were
given financial resources from institutional supporters
and sponsors.
Numbers of members of our Association were actively
participating in the implementation of the project. Three
members of the Association were involved with the
organization and implementation of the project on a
full-time basis, while another three members had responsibilities that they could complete in addition to
their other duties.
For long term success it is necessary to be able to
guarantee the sustainable operations of the new curative home in Velem. The main issue is that we are not
taking any revenue from normative state support that is
available for such care institutions. This kind of support
brings a very strong bureaucracy with it, so it is acting
against the freedom of the initiative and does not allow
us to realize our plans.
Our sustainability is based on the following elements.
Firstly there are several members of the Association who
actively participate in the operation of different institutions, as the Szombathely Waldorf Kindergarten and
School (founded in 1998, with 200 children today) and
therefore have appropriate experience in managing issues of a similar size non-profit organization. Secondly,
we are counting on the operational and professional
experience of our specialist team who have already
worked in such Camphill homes. Finally, and this is the
most important, we are looking for the possibility of finding sponsors and collecting funds, and also to cooperate
with entrepreneurs and enterprises taking care of their
social responsibility.
Prepared by The Hungarian Camphill Association, a
registered non-profit organization for children with special
needs. For further information: www.camphill.net.

Update on Cresset House in South Africa
Sandra Stoddard, Aberdeen, Scotland

R

eaders may remember that two years ago Cresset
House near Johannesburg, had to decide to change
from being a named Camphill village to being somewhat
‘affiliated’ to the Camphill movement due to changes in
staff. At that time, and since, Cresset House has experienced painful difficulties also due to changes of both staff
and attitudes. Now life is more settled with a new administrator, Elrina, who took Cresset on with a welcome
sense of warmth and responsibility; supported by Anna
Habercorn and several hard-working houseparents. All
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six houses have been renovated and the green estate is
lush with summer rains. I recently visited Cresset and
stayed for a working holiday, experiencing not only the
warmth and commitment of many villagers who have
lived together and supported each other through many
years (several who were children when Cresset House
was a school) but also the keenness and ‘awakening’ of
the younger co-workers who need to experience this
affiliation from the wider Camphill. Geographically,
Cresset is far away and isolated; its nearest neighbours

being the Camphill Farm and School at Hermanus, and
Camphill Village West Coast, both in the Cape. As an
established village, Cresset feels deeply the lack of interested visitors from the world of Camphill and would
greatly appreciate meeting more people who could
bring knowledge and enthusiasm to a place which still
carries much of the Camphill ethics, in fact more than
one may experience in some other Camphill places these
days when life and commitment become weaker due to
outside pressures. There are several craft workshops for
varying abilities, the products going to the market for
sale, as well as a bakery for the village (including mountains of delicious biscuits also for sale). Apart from their
own vegetable garden there are now ten polytunnels
where salads and herbs are grown to order and fetched
regularly by a local trader for distribution. The villagers
are paid and learn to manage their own spending.
The original meaning of the word ‘Cresset’ was a vessel
carrying a light of fire; this vessel is still alight, needing

only some renewal of the fire of enthusiasm and interest.
Africa will always struggle politically, but the warmth of
the people will always be there. Cresset is well known
locally and supported by many traders, friends and families. So if you visit South Africa, do visit Cresset House
for more than one night as you pass through. They will
be happy to see you.
Cresset House, P.O.Box 74, Halfway House,
1685 Gauteng, South Africa
Email:cresset@iafrica.com www.cresset.org.za
Sandra joined Camphill in 1974, and worked as
a housemother in England and South Africa. After
moving to Scotland to work at Templehill, she now
lives near Camphill Estate and helps with Archive
work and book editing. She still returns to South Africa
to hold craft workshops in the Camphill villages.

Reviews
The Horse Boy
Rupert Isaacson
Hardcover, 320 pages. Viking
(March 2009), £12.99, ISBN 9780670917365
Reviewed by Tony Whittle,
Duffcarrig, Ireland

I

am sure that this will be one of
many reviews of this remarkable
book (already an airport bestseller) describing the journey of healing for an autistic boy to Mongolia. Put simply
it is the story of a young family, with a strong connection with both horses and the shamans of the bushmen
of Botswana (the horse whisperer meets Laurens van
der Post). Rupert Isaacson, his father, is insightful but
healthily skeptical about his journey to take his autistic
son Rowan to be ‘healed’ by a shaman of the reindeer
people in the Siberian highlands of Mongolia.
The book is a lot about Rowan’s relationship to the
animal kingdom and horses in particular. Isaacson chose
Mongolia for the reason that it was the home of the
wild horse, and retains a culture powerfully connected
with horses, as well as having an ancient Shamanistic
tradition. I was reminded of Dr. König’s last work on
the horse, which as far as I know lies unpublished in
the Archive. I think he described it as one of his most
important works. According to the biography, König
considered the understanding of the horse important
for the future development of mankind’s thinking. This
connection of autism and animals also made me think
of König’s pioneering zoology work, The Destiny of
Animals, which he considered a completing of the work
of Eugene Kolisko. Kolisko had in turn received the indications directly from Rudolf Steiner.
In the Earth and Man lectures on domestic animals
König sees the four cardinal forces of the cosmos working through the cow, the horse, the pig, and the sheep.
Thomas Weihs in his agricultural lectures said that we
don’t keep these animals just for their milk, their usefulness, their meat, their wool, and their hides – but mainly

to maintain our connection with the four cardinal cosmic
forces. An idea yet to be taken seriously, in a conscious
way, by many Camphill farmers! (Hopefully someone is
picking up this particular gauntlet!)
Rupert Isaacson is on to something very important. As
Thomas Weihs’ exhortation makes clear, modern society
has lost its connection to the cosmic forces, something
it tries to remedy with its unbalanced relationship to
pets. In our Goethean science work great strides have
been made in reconnecting with the world of plants and
nature in a modern way, and now an equally pressing
task is to redeem our relationship with the animal world
and the realm of astrality.
The reindeer shaman that the family meet after an
initiation journey (which was as tough and intense as
any mediaeval pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela)
is direct, matter of fact, and effective. The Shaman appears at home with what we would describe as ether
and astral forces, and the world of the elemental beings.
Although he charges them money, he makes very little
personal gain and the money goes towards buying a
young reindeer slaughtered for the feasting that accompanies the very simple healing process.
This book has already received a lot of publicity and
has established another link between east and west,
between a skeptical scientific consciousness and ancient
nature wisdom. The Siberian shaman knew of the nature
shamans of the bushmen of Africa. Isaacson himself
makes the link with Celtic Druidism. The reindeer man
considers that the autistic boy Rowan has the destiny
himself to become a shaman although he places no
moral pressure on the parents. He says that he himself
was like Rowan.
‘Ghoste [the Shaman] is saying that…he was like this
himself as a child. He was a baby in his mind until
about nine years old and he had…falling down (epilepsy)…until he was 25… A child like this, like Rowan,
is marked out to be a shaman. A part of him is already
in the spirit world.’ (page 278)
Such an insight is remarkable and in a paraphrased
form could be used as a description of our work in Cam-
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phill. It is totally in tune with the soldier’s speech at the
end of Dr. König’s Good Friday Play which starts
“Strange, how strange…”
Untainted ‘love oriented’ nature wisdom would be worthy of our attention as anthroposophists. I wonder if there
is already a group working on bridge building between anthroposophy and this uncorrupted form of Shamanism. I
wonder about people in Camphills in Botswana or Siberia
for example. If so please make yourselves known!
Rupert Isaacson’s journey with his family and friends
is another important step towards uniting the ancient
spiritual wisdom of the east with the bright light of the
modern consciousness of the west.
Tony is a long time
Camphill co-worker who regularly works in state
institutions in Belarus, the country most affected by
Chernobyl.
Contact: whittletony@hotmail.com

The Hidden Seed: The Story
of the Camphill Bible Evening
Jan Martin Bang
ISBN 9780755211074,
Paperback, Jan 2009
Review by Wain Farrants,
Botton Village, England

J

an Martin Bang has lived and worked in many alternative communities, including a kibbutz in Israel. He is
the author of two beautiful books, Ecovillages – A Practical Guide to Sustainable Communities and Growing EcoCommunities – Practical Ways to Create Sustainability
(both from Floris Books).
With The Camphill Movement book by Karl König currently out of print in English, The Hidden Seed by Jan
Bang is ideal for giving to anyone enquiring about the
roots of Camphill. He gives brief biographies of Amos
Comenius, Ludwig von Zinzendorf and Robert Owen,
explaining how they relate to the threefold spheres of
society, and how the spiritual life, life of rights and economic life is so often confused in modern life.
Jan recounts the journey which he and his wife made
to Gnadenfrei. When Karl König visited Tilla, his future
wife, Gnadenfrei was a Herrnhut community, part of
the Moravian Brotherhood. Jan describes how they discovered the site of the original community in spite of
language problems. He also describes the origins and
history of this community. There are also a number of
photographs from his journey as well as others taken
in Solborg.
He explains how the inspiration for the Bible Evening
came to König while on the Isle of Man when Zinzendorf
appeared to him in a dream. Zinzendorf and König were
actually very similar. König stressed that ’for the Camphill
movement, Christianity is an indispensable part of its life
and work’ and ‘those who work in and for the movement
are entirely free to be members of any Christian church
as well as of any group or society if they so wish’ (pages
79–80). For Zinzendorf, ‘We must learn to regard various ways of thinking as something beautiful. There are
as many religious ideas as there are believing souls, so
we cannot force everyone to measure up to the same
yardstick. Only God, according to his infinite wisdom,
knows how to deal with every soul’ (p.81).
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Jan Bang explains the structure of a typical Bible Evening
in Solborg in Norway, how it is an aid to living together in
a household with different people and a preparation for
understanding one another’s religions and ideologies.
This is a timely book. The celebration of the Bible
Evening varies from place to place and time to time. I
think Christianity is under even greater threat today so it
is even more important that Camphill upholds the Bible
Evening in its archetypal form.
Copies available for about £7.50 from www.authorsonline.co.uk and from jmbang@start.no (tel
++4748129653).
Wain has lived in Camphill places since 1979
and presently runs the Botton Bookshop.

Early Hermit Sites and Well Chapels
Ian Thompson
Bluestone Books, 2008, £6.00
ISBN 978-0-9537067-7-8
Reviewed by James Ogden, Landre, Wales
With this book Ian Thompson (assisted by his wife Frances) completes a trilogy on Celtic Christianity, beginning
with The Water of Life: Springs and Wells of Mainland
Britain, and continuing with The Lost Saints of Britain,
both of which I reviewed in this journal (March/April
2005 and March/April 2006). He now offers general considerations about sites and functions of early hermitages
and well chapels, and descriptions of some twenty-six of
them, with a good many photographs and diagrams.
British hermits followed the example of St Martin of
Tours, whose hermitage was described by his biographer Sulpicious Severus. It was bounded on one side
by a rocky cliff, and on the other by a bend in the river
Loire; at the foot of the cliff was a spring, and the place
was reached by a narrow path. The significance of
such a site is explained by well-known biblical texts:
the rock is symbolic of God himself, the spring recalls
that miraculously created by Moses at Horeb, and the
narrow path is the way that leads to life. Specimen British or Brythonic sites are at St David’s and St Govan’s,
Pembrokeshire; Weem, near Aberfeldy, Perthshire; and
Ardmore, Co. Waterford, Ireland.
Well chapels are more unusual and remarkable buildings
than might be supposed. They were places of worship
where water was conveyed along or across the floor in
an open channel. Again the arrangement was inspired
by biblical texts: Revelation 22:1 and Ezekiel 47:1–10.
Usually the stream flows from the alter, as suggested in
Revelation; its function was to sanctify and fertilise rivers and the sea, as suggested in Ezekiel. Such chapels
were apparently unique to the Celtic church but widespread within it; only a few examples survive, mainly
in Wales and the Cornish peninsula. Ian Thompson is
keen to preserve three Welsh examples, Carpel Breach
and Carpel Begirding in Carmarthenshire, and Feynman Fair in Denbighshire, all sadly neglected. They do
much to explain the purpose of such chapels and the
nature of Celtic Christianity. This is a perceptive guide
to a forgotten world.
James and his wife
are parents to a youngster in Coleg Elidyr.

Orchard
Leigh
We are seeking a mature individual or a
couple with preferably previous experience of running a
Camphill household.
You’ll be responsible
for one of our smaller
house communities
while getting involved
in all aspects of our
daily life through the
various workshops.
We are also looking
for someone with baking skills to run, take
forward and develop
our bakery workshop,
which is Demeter certified.
Please contact:
Lindsey Grimes,
Orchard Leigh
Camphill Community,
Bath Road,
Eastington,
Stonehouse,
Gloucestershire
GL10 3AY
Tel: 01453 823811
orchard.leigh
@virgin.net

The Road Less Travelled
There’s no doubt that to live in community is a challenging alternative. However, we believe that the
gains, both personally and for society, are worth the
effort. If you are of the same mind, then read on!
Camphill Community Greenacres is a small
lifesharing endeavour based in Dublin. We are
attempting to create an inclusive, harmonious
place for people to live and work within an urban
context. In the six years since we set up, we have
grown to three houses accommodating nearly 20
people, with many more involved in workshops
and support activities.
We share all aspects of life and provide opportunities for a wide range of people to expand their
horizons. Many of us benefit from the facilities for
work, leisure and study that there are in cosmopolitan Dublin. Within the Community, we run
small craft workshops, are tending an organic
vegetable allotment for some of our food needs, run
a contract gardening enterprise and carry out all
the day-to-day activities such as cooking, cleaning
and shopping.
Our vision for the future (and here is where we
need your help!) is to settle within our neighbourhood and to eventually have a constellation of
homes within easy reach of each other and linked
together by a shared cultural life and communal
facilities. In particular, we aim to develop a Camphill
Cultural Centre. This would be a practical expression of our way of life and a point of interface with
the wider community.
In order to progress, we feel we need more
support from committed Camphillers. If you are
thinking of a move and want the challenge of helping build up this pioneering initiative, then please
give us a call!
Katri Halme
greenacres@camphill.ie
00353 12987618

Inishfree

is a pioneering anthroposophical project helping
people overcome addiction in a residential setting.
We are looking for an enthusiastic and committed
Counsellor/Support co-ordinator.
You would be responsible for the counselling and
group work aspects of the programme. You would join
a committed team of support workers and therapists,
offering our trainees opportunities to re-engage with
the world and take charge of their own destiny again.
At Inishfree, we provide rhythmical massage, eurythmy,
artistic therapy and individual counselling and group work
alongside gardening, animal husbandry and catering.
Do you feel inspired to work in this field and to join
a pioneering venture with lots of potential to change
lives, attitudes and yourself?
The position will start in mid-August 2009.
Please call Andrea Sprenger on 0845-458 9904 for
more information and an application pack or write to
us at andrea@inishfree.org.uk .

Garvald West Linton
is situated 20 miles south of Edinburgh in a beautiful
rural setting. It is a residential community providing care
and day services for adults with learning disabilities.
Our work is based on the principles of Rudolf Steiner.
We require the services of:

RESIDENTIAL CARE STAFF
To work in one of our four houses. The work is on a
full-time basis (40 hours) and the salary is £9,792.00.
This is a live in position and accommodation and meals
are provided. There is also the opportunity to participate
in our staff training programme.
For further details and Job Description,
please contact:
Garvald, West Linton, Borders, EH46 7HJ
Tel: 01968 682211 Fax: 01968 982611
E mail: garvaldwest@btconnect.com

Garvald
Social Therapy
Workshop
Wednesday (evening) 14th,
Thursday 15th
& Friday 16th October 2009
at the Gillis Centre, Edinburgh

Searching
for the Water of Life
Honouring
Individual Pathways
Mindfulness
in Modern Life & Work
The Garvald organisations have held social therapy conferences or workshops
every two years over the past two decades. These have involved people from
Camphill and independent initiatives
from across Scotland and further a field.
At this workshop we will explore how
individual experiences of inner development and search for meaning, relates
to our life journey or may form part
of our vocational task. In small group
work we will share specific examples
from our evolving life values, beliefs
and encounters with spiritual streams or
world views. In parallel we can trace the
footsteps of our vocational journey and
how both may go together or remain divergent. What help or hindrances have
we met on our pathways? Can we as individuals see more of a thread behind
our own journey and how can this be
strengthened? How can we learn from
and appreciate the distinctiveness of
different personal pathways we hear
about? Essentially this sharing aims to be
community building as well as personally affirming and nourishing! A second
theme in the group work will focus on a
method for examining inner exercises in
order to make them more ‘one’s own.’
We will use the Buddha’s eightfold path
and the theme of modern mindfulness as
a working example. Rudolf Steiner has
presented a version of this path. We will
explore how to transform the eightfold
path into personal modern language and
principles. In this effort we can question
how this could stimulate personal or
professional development and how they
may or may not be relevant today. Marah Evans will be leading our exploration of this theme.
If you would like to be kept updated
please get in touch with The Engine
Shed, 19 St Leonards Lane, Edinburgh.
Tel: 0131 6620040 or email admin@
theengineshed.org and we will send out
further information.

Self-Catering Holiday Apartments
Old Tuscan organic olive farm peacefully situated on a
hilltop with stunning views and all amenities close by, offers comfortable accommodation, spectacular walks and
many opportunities for day trips to places of interest like
Florence, Siena, Assisi and the famous wine-growing area
of Chianti.

Prices reduced dramatically for 2009
to help compensate the pound/dollar/euro crisis

Jukola holidays
s i l e n c e
     Finnish summer
   midnight sun
   sauna
wooden houses
Book your week!
70 – 100 Euro /apartment/day
Tel. + 358 40 574 85 15
jukolart@gmail.com

Call now for details: Lucas Weihs
Tel: 00 39 0575 612777
arcobaleno@technet.it  
www.arcobaleno.trattner.bplaced.net

www.jukolart.com
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The picture is a painting of Arcobaleno’s olive groves by Elizabeth Cochrane.

Integrating mainstream
and complementary
medicine with:

The

Self Catering

Holiday House
Park
Attwood
The White House in
Clinic
a committed team of
conventionally qualified
doctors and nurses
anthroposophic therapies
to address healthcare
holistically
natural medicines to
complement the use of
conventional drugs
individualised treatments
for day- and in-patients

The Park Attwood Clinic
Trimpley, Bewdley, Worcs DY12 1RE
Tel 01299 861444
www.parkattwood.org

Caring for you

holistically

Killin

RUSKIN MILL EDUCATIONAL TRUST
Operates three innovative specialist colleges for
students with special learning needs. The colleges are inspired by the
work of Rudolf Steiner, John Ruskin and William Morris.
We have vacancies in each of our Colleges for

Houseparent Couples
To live in and manage a household for up to four students.
We need mature, responsible couples to create a warm, homely
environment and deliver the living skills curriculum in one of our
college households. We provide training and support and a good
package of salary and benefits. Not just a job, but a way of life.

Set within the beautiful Loch
Lomond and Trossachs National
Park, The White House is in an
ideal location to explore the natural beauty of Highland Perthshire,
Scotland.
Situated in a secluded setting
near the shores of Loch Tay, this
area offers outstanding opportunities for touring, walking, cycling,
bird watching and canoeing.
Comprises 5 bedrooms with accommodation for up to 12 persons sharing. tel: 01764 662416
for a brochure and availability

FREEMAN
COLLEGE

GLASSHOUSE
COLLEGE

RUSKIN MILL
COLLEGE

The newest of our
colleges, based in the
centre of Sheffield and at
the Merlin Theatre site.
Fast developing activities
ranging from cutlery
making and pewter work,
to performance work and
drama.
Students live in the city in
family based households
and training flats.

Firmly based in the
glassmaking tradition
with many new
enterprises offering
students craft and land
based skills, high quality
drama and practical work
experience.
Students live in a wide
variety of residential
placements both in the
town and the surrounding
villages.

The College is based in a
beautiful Cotswold valley
with the main focus on
landwork, rural crafts and
food production.
Residential
accommodation is in
domestic scale
households in the nearby
towns and villages.

For information about positions in any of the colleges contact
Richard Rogers, Head of College — Residential, Ruskin Mill College
The Fisheries, Horsley, Glos GL6 0PL. Tel 01453 837528
e-mail: richard.rogers@rmc.rmet.org.uk

The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ‘Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.
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